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About This Game

Civilizations come and go; common men and kings they get covered by the dust of time in the same way. Monuments and
wonders crumble under their own weight. But the cultural legacy is not bygone. Stories and tales about ancestors and their deeds
pass through generations, the old knowledge is not lost forever. Soon, new societies, new kingdoms, new civilizations rise from

the seeds of the ones which predated them. Decadence is not the end.

Will your legacy stand the test of time?

Field of Glory: Empires is a grand strategy game in which you will have to move in an intricate and living tapestry of nations
and tribes, each one with their distinctive culture.

Set in Europe and in the Mediterranean Area during the Classical Age, experience what truly means to manage an Empire.
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Expand your dominion through wars of conquest and make your culture a beacon of light, but be careful though. The risk of
Decadence is not trivial. Many civilizations have collapsed for not having seen in time the signs of impending crisis. The older
your empire, the more challenges will lurk in the shadows. Just expanding your borders without carefully shaping your form of

government and culture won’t be the wisest of strategies.

Manage your Empire on a scale that fits you: adjust all the details of an important region, form provinces to oversee your
growing realm.

Construct buildings to enhance your army, the life of your citizens, and the economy. Establish and grow a trade network of
goods and resources.

The battle system is not just about who brings the larger force. Army composition and understanding the strengths and
weaknesses of you and your enemy are decisive, so is choosing wisely the battlefield and the general to lead your troops.

And, if you want even more direct control, Field of Glory: Empires lets you export and load your battles into Field of Glory II
and then load the results back into Field of Glory: Empires!

War is decided not just by battles though, but also clever manoeuvres. Simultaneous (WEGO) turn resolution means thinking
ahead to intercept – or to escape! – enemy armies will be essential. Field of Glory: Empires offers a living world where every

decision has an impact on every actor.

And once you think you are ready to be challenged, play against real opponents in one of the largest asynchronous multiplayer
system ever created.
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BATTLE OF DUNKIRK STARTS NOW:

FRANCE IS BURNING! JOIN YOUR FACTION AND FIGHT FOR SUPREMACY!. ⚀⚁⚂ Small discounts list on our
Games and Bundles! ⚃⚄⚅:
Hello dear players! Today we have prepared for you small list of our games, which can be purchased with a good discount!

Games with discount:. Return of the King!:
Yo Dawgs!

Guess what? Good ol' Uncle Ricky has a brand new Comedic Harem Dating Sim coming out in 2 weeks and it's saucier and
spicier than ever!

This sexy new adventure takes place in the great city of Phoenix, Arizona and let me tell you dawgs now... There be some
smokin' waifus waiting for y'all there!

Check out the coming soon page (no pun intended haha):

https://store.steampowered.com/app/891870/King_of_Phoenix/

Now y'all know that good ol' Ricky is a global fellow so I've made sure this game is in a bunch of languages so people from all
over the world can enjoy this adventure. The game is in Adorable English, Cheeky Chinese, Arousing Russian and Super Sexy
Brazilian Portuguese!

Who needs to watch the World Cup when this game will Cup your World just the way you like it!

Peace!
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. Hotfix Version 1.1.6.1 [Official]:
Hey there, all fishermen. Here is hotfix version 1.1.6.1.

This hotfix fixes several crash issues you reported back to us.

Changelog:

Fixed crash when trawling with Hermes

Fixed some other weird crash issues

If you still experiencing problems, please take a look at our support[support.miscgames.no]page. Here you can find some
solutions or send us a message.

Stay tuned for more to come soon!. It's the second official EXAPUNKS hacker battle competition!:
The same rules apply as last time: you have two weeks to submit up to two solutions for the selected hacker battle (Valhalla).
Solutions will be run against each other and hopefully a clear winner will emerge. Full details here:

https://www.reddit.com/r/exapunks/comments/9wirk5/hacker_battle_competition_valhalla/

Congratulations to Bacardi (the EXAPUNKS player, not the beverage company), who was the winner of the last hacker battle
competition. Statistics and some videos of the best solutions are available here:

https://www.reddit.com/r/exapunks/comments/9vf7ue/hacker_battle_kgogtv_results/. New casual puzzle game "Data mining
3" now available on Steam!:
Hello, dear Gamer! We have prepared for you new part our puzzle game, hope you like it! Thank you for your support us!
Enjoy)
https://store.steampowered.com/app/978450/Data_mining_3/
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. In
Development - Paintings (New Early Access Rewards):
Working on one of the Story Quests that involves helping a Dwarf create some paintings for their home gave me the idea to add
paintings that you can hang in your house!

The paintings are themed on HammerHelm's development over time, starting with it's 2D beginnings all the way up to upcoming
new trees, water, and the new logo.

(click to see full size image)

The paintings have a nice watercolor look to them when you see them in game. I also thought it would be cool to have the first
bunch, the ones based on HammerHelm's pre-full release, be rewards for Early Access.

So the first five will be Early Access only!

And here's what they will look like hanging in your home.
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. Update to v.0.1.9:
Change log

Misc
-Fixed a bug which assigned players to the wrong team in rare cases
-Fixed a bug which prevented the sword which is shown during a skill animation to disappear afterwards, also hiding the original
weapon
-Fixed a bug which prevented the campaign screen from showing up. Save format rewrite:
In the game development industry, it is essentially guaranteed that at some point in your project you will look at the entire thing
and realize that one of the most core components, central to the entire design, has simply been done wrong from the beginning.
Depending on budget, or more often leadership and partner deadlines, it often then becomes a choice for the development team:
Do we put an ugly bandaid on this feature and release it as-is, knowing that it is wrong? Or do we invest a significant amount of
time and effort to drastically change the direction of development at such a late stage?

Conveniently, our team is tiny we have no release date and nobody can force us to release anything we don't want to, so we have
the luxury of doing things the right way, even if it means spending extra time rewriting something that has already been written.
I suspect many other gamedev teams are jealous.

The issue I have been working on lately is one that we really need to get right before release: the issue of save formats.

The philosophy of a save
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